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1 Introduction

Recently a lot of papers are devoted to the tensionless (null) strings and their application in
different areas and different dimensions [1]. In connection with the above activity it is worth to
consider again the question about the critical dimension of the null strings and more generally
- null p-branes. There are two answers to this question in the literature. Most of the authors
insist on the nonexistence of critical dimension for such objects [2], but some other receive
opposite results [3]. In our opinion the reason is in the different approaches to the choice of the
operator ordering. If one looks at the classical null string as a collection of particles moving
under certain conditions and wants to keep this picture in the quantum case also, there is no
reason to expect a critical dimension emerging. Therefore one adopts such operator ordering
which supports this point of view. If one does not bother about previous particle interpretation
but simply compares the appearance of the anomaly in the constraint algebras of the null and
usual string upon quantization (with one and the same operator ordering), one sees that the
non-trivial central terms arise independently of the string tension T. Then the existence of
critical dimension for the tensionless string is not surprising at all. On the other hand, it can
be shown, that in the quantum Virasoro algebra of the usual string the limit T —» 0 can be
taken consistently to obtain the null string gauge algebra with a vanishing critical dimension
[4]. So what is the correct answer to the question about the existence of critical dimension
for the null string? In this article we propose a pure technical resolution of the problem. The
right operator ordering is that, which can be applied to higher dimensions, i.e. to null p-branes
too. In our case we find two such orderings and they, lead to the absence of critical dimensions
for the null p-branes (p > 1).

Here we quantize a model of p-branes [5] which initially do not describe null strings (when
p = 1), because the constraints are second class. However, it turns out that at the quantum
level the constraint algebra coincides with one of the tensionless string. Checking quantum
consistency of the theory for four different operator orderings we find D = 26 for the critical
dimension of the1 bosonic null string when "string-like" and Weyl orderings are applied. How-
ever, we do not receive any condition on the space-time dimension when apply "particle-like"
and normal ordering. Investigating the case p > 1, we observe that the first two orderings
are forbidden by the Jacobi identity. Adopting the last two types of ordering, we reach to
the conclusion that tensionless p-branes have no critical dimension for p > 1. Because these
orderings also apply to the case p = 1, this conclusion is valid for all p = 1,2,....

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we deal with the classical theory. With
the help of the BRST charge, we construct BRST invariant hamiltonian and also give the
corresponding Lagrangian. Then we solve the classical equations of motion and obtain the on-
shell expressions for the BRST charge Q and for the constraints. Assuming periodic boundary
conditions, we rewrite all quantities in Fourier modes. Section 3 is devoted to the quantization
of the model. We define the renormalized operators and investigate the anomalies in the
quantum constraint algebra. As a result, we obtain the conditions for quantum consistency of
the theory for different values of p. In section 4 we propose a supersymmetric extension of the



model under consideration which can be used to describe tensionless super p-branes. Finally,
in section 5 we give some comments and conclusions.

2 Classical theory

To begin with, we first write down the hamiltonian of the classical model of p-branes with
second class constraints [6] proposed in [5]. It can be cast in the form [7]:

Ho= f< (1)

where X", A" are Lagrange multipliers being arbitrary functions of the time parameter r and
volume coordinates (TI,...,<TP . The constraints V'o.V'o are defined by the equalities:

^o = paPc + T2 , ^a = r)appadax
0, (2)

«,/? = 0 , 1 , . . . , D - 2, t)af) = dxag(-\,\,...>\)

Here x" and pa are canonically conjugated coordinates and momenta, da = d/daa,T = const.
The algebra of the constraints (2) is given by the Poisson bracket relations

where the notation q_ = (eri, •••,<7P) is used. It follows from here that the constraints are second
class.

Introducing the hamiltonian (1), one has to check the consistency conditions [6]

where RS denotes weak equality, i.e. equality up to constraints. In the present case these
conditions are

da\° = 0 , da\° = 0.

One of the methods for quantization of dynamical systems with second class constraints
consists in passing to a system with first class constraints only [8], and then perform the
quantization. To achieve this in our case, we enlarge the initial phase space with a new
canonical pair (XD-\,PD-I)- This allows for transition from initial constraints (2) to the new
ones [9],[IOJ:

fO = lfVn = P°Pa + Po_l

<Pt> - Vn»pudt,x'/ = T)appadax
0 + p D _ i d o i D - i -

fo and y>o obey the Poisson bracket algebra

^ ) , (3)



which means, that they are first class quantities. The corresponding hamiltonian is

The Dirac consistency conditions

do not place any restrictions on the Lagrange multipliers n°,tia-
Now, two notes are in order. The first one is that at any moment one can return to the

initial dynamical system by dimensional reduction. The second is, that the algebra (3) of the
constraints v?OiV<> coincides with the tensionless limit of the usual p-brane ones [11]. That is
why our conclusions about the critical dimensions, arising after quantization, will be also valid
for the tensionless branes.

Following the BFV-BRST method for quantization of constrained systems [12], we now
introduce for each constraint fo,fa & P&>r of anticommuting ghost variables (r)o,Po)y(rj'i,Pa)
respectively, which are canonically conjugated.Then the BRST charge is [13]

and it has the property

where {.,.},* is the Poisson bracket in the extended phase space (x",p»;J]o,Po;Va,Pt)-
In the new phase space, the constraints are given by the following brackets [14]:

V? = {Q, P*U = ¥><• + 2Po(<V) + (d*Po)v° + P«dkV
b + Pb(daV

b) + (dbPa)V
1' = ^

and they are first class. The BRST invariant hamiltonian is [12]

where x 's arbitrary, anticommuting, gauge fixing function. We choose

X = A0 / <F<TPO + A" f <F<rPa, A0 , A" - const

and obtain:

Let us note that additional set of canonically conjugated ghosts (ff0, P°), (rja, P
a) must be

added if we wish to write down the corresponding BRST invariant Lagrangian. If so, Q and
X have to be modified in the following fashion [12, 14]

Q = Q+ f <F<j(M0P° + MaP*),



x = x + / «M*(x° + § M°) + n*(xa + § w)],

where Mo,Ma are the momenta, canonically conjugated to JJ° and //* respectively, x° and x"
are gauge fixing conditions [15] for <po and <pa, px and p? are parameters. All this results in
the Lagrangian density (dT = d/dr):

£* = L + Lap + LGH,

where

the gauge fixing part is

LGF = ^-(drl*° - X°)(drH0 - X0) + ^(dr^ ~ X")(«rA«. - X.)
2pi 2p2

and the ghost part is

LGH = -drVodrV0 - d^drf + n^d^od^ + (a.aTij
[2dTfjOdarl

0 + (dadrrfo)v° + drij&r,1- + d^hrf + {dbdrfja)r,h\

+ J <P<T'{ffo(<T')l{<po, X>')W + {V., X V ) W l

Let us now go back to the hamiltonian picture. The hamiltonian (4) leads to equations of
motion with the following general solution for the bosonic variables [5]

Pu =

and for the ghosts [13]

Po = PoU),

v" = n'Ul
Pa = na(z) + 9(r)dcP0(z). (5)

Here y'',Pv,C<Po,')° and IIO are arbitrary functions of the variables z" ,

z° = A-T + aa and g(r) = A°T.

On the solutions (5) the BRST charge Q takes the form [13]

QS =

where ^o = p^z) , <̂ o = P»(z)9oS"(s.)- Now the constraints are

#'(*) = {0s. ft



and they are connected with v)o<>''Va<" by ^e equalities

From now on, we confine ourselves to the case of periodic boundary conditions when our
phase-space variables admit Fourier series expansions. Let us denote the Fourier components
°f y">P"i C°i Pot V* an (l na with z£,pl,Ck, it, Sf. and ba£ respectively. For the zero modes of p"
and x", we introduce the notations

Then we have the following non-zero Poisson brackets:

{P",i"U = -vT,

= -itk+n.O, (6)

The Fourier expansions for the constraints $,"' and <j>'°' are

Here

C? = i{Qs,hnU = CIL+C* , Dt:i = ^{QSXJrl,= U«.:, + t>?,':„ (T)

where

Using expressions (6) to (8), one obtains tltat the algebra of the total generators (7) is
given by

(9)



3 Quantization

Going to the quantum theory according to the rule i{.,.}p(, —» (anti)commutator, we define
Qs by introducing the renormalized operators (a, /?„ — const)

f a J n . o , £>il = £>»,„ + D^ - /U»,o (10)

and postulating [13]

QS = £ •• {
n£Z>>

+[£>„,„

where :...: stands for operator ordering and in C,,, ...,-DjĴ , operator ordering is also assumed.
Let us turn to the question about the critical dimensions which might appear in the model

under consideration. As is well known, the critical dimension arises as a necessary condition
for nilpotency of the BRST charge operator. In turn, this is connected with the vanishing of
the central charges in the quantum constraint algebra. Because of that, we are going to find
out the central terms which appear in our quantum gauge algebra for different values of p
(the most general form of central extension, which is compatible with the Jacobi identities is
written in the Appendix).

We start with the case p = 1, which corresponds to a closed string. In this case a = 6 = 1
and one defines the operator ordering with respect to p*n,...,c_n and p1^, ...,cn,(n > 0), so
that

pln | 0 >= ... = c_n | 0 >= 0 , < 0 | ?n = ... =< 0 | cn = 0.

We call this ordering "string — like". Using the explicit expressions for the constraints (8),
one obtains that central terms appear in the commutators [Dn,Dm],[D^h,D^] and they are
respectively

c = (D/6)(n2 - I)n8n+m,o , c*h = -(l/3)(13n2 - \)nSn+mfl.

Therefore, the quantum constraint algebra has the form

This means that the conditions for the nilpotency of the BRST charge operator Qs are

2 = 0 , a = 0,

which leads to the well known result D = 26, /3 = 2. Obviously, this reproduces one of the
basic features of the quantized tensionful closed bosonic string - its critical dimension.

Going to the case p > 1, one natural generalization of the creation and annihilation oper-
ators definition is

p

p;|0>a=0, .„ < 0 | ?"_„ = 0, for E n ° > 0



and analogously for the operators i£,...,<£. However, it turns out that such definition does
not agree with the Jacobi identities for the quantum constraint algebra (except for p = 1).
That is why, we introduce the creation (+) and annihilation (—) operators in the following
way [13]

/ + V+ (11)

and respectively new vacuum states

pj;- | vac>= ... = c|" | vac>= 0 , < vac \ p£+ = . . .=< vac | 4 + = 0.

This choice of the creation and annihilation operators corresponds to the representation of all
phase-space variables p", ...,c° as sums of frequency parts which are conjugated to each other
and satisfy the same equation of motion as the corresponding dynamical variable.

By direct computation one shows, that with operator product defined with respect to the
introduced creation and annihilation operators (11) (we shall refer to as "normal ordering"),
the central extension of the algebra of the gauge generators (10) does not appear, i.e. a =
0, /3a = 0. Consequently, the BRST charge operator Qs is automatically nilpotent in this case
and there is no restriction on the dimension of the background space-time for p > 1.

The impossibility to introduce a string — like operator ordering when p > 1 leads to the
problem of finding those operator orderings which are possible for p = 1 as well as for p > 1.
First of all, we check the consistency of the (already used' for p > 1) normal ordering for
p = 1. It turns out that it is consistent, but now critical dimension for the null string does
not appear. The same result - absence of critical dimension for every value of p, one obtains
when uses the so called particle — like operator ordering. Now the ket vacuum is annihilated
by momentum-type operators and the bra vacuum is annihilated by coordinate-type ones:

c < 0 | z £ = c < 0 | c a = C < 0 1 ^ = 0 , \ / n e Z > .

Further, we check the case when Weyl ordering is applied. Now it turns out, that in the null
string case (p = 1) this leads to critical dimension D = 26, but for the null brane (p > 1) this
ordering is inconsistent, as was the string — like one.

As a final result, we have four type of operator orderings checked. Two of them are valid
for the string as well as for the brane and then we do not receive any critical dimension. The
other two type of ordering give critical dimension D = 26 for the string and are not applicable
for the brane. Our opinion is that the right operator ordering is the one applicable for all
p = 1,2,.... In other words, our viewpoint is that neither null strings nor null branes have
critical dimensions. The same point of view is presented in [16].

Let us spend some more words about the impossibility to introduce at p > 1 an operator
ordering which at p = 1 gives critical dimension.. This is connected with the fact that the
constraint algebra, as is shown in the Appendix, does not possess non-trivial central extension
when p > 1 (see also [7], [16]). As a matter of fact, the string critical dimension appears
in front of n3, i.e. in the non-trivial part of the constraint algebra central extension, which
can not be taken away by simply redefining the generators £>„, in contrast to the trivial part
~ n. Because of the nonexistence of non-trivial central extension when p > 1, any critical
dimension arising is impossible in view of the Jacobi identities. Therefore, if the quantum null
brane constraint algebra is given by (up to trivial central extensions)
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then the latter has no critical dimension and exists in any D-dimensional space-time, when
embedding of the p + 1- dimensional worldvolume of the p-brane is possible there.

Finally, we pay attention to the fact that in every one of the p subalgebras (at fixed a) of
the constraint algebra, one can obtain non-trivial central extension and consequently - critical
dimension (see Appendix). For example, taking string — like or Weyl ordering, one derives
D = 25 + p, which appears to be critical dimension for the tensile p-brane [17], [16]. However,
the considered quantum dynamical system is described by the full constraint algebra, where
only trivial central extensions are possible.

4 Supersymmetrization

It turns out that the model described in the previous sections can be generalized to include
also spinorial degrees of freedom. This generalization is not straightforward, but the resulting
dynamical system may be viewed as generated by its bosonic part, which in terms of constraints
is equivalent to a system with Poisson bracket relations, given by (9), i.e. equivalent to the
null bosonic brane. This new model possesses space-time supersymmetry and is characterized
by the following classical first class constraints

= o,
= 0,

Comparing the above equalities with the spinning string and superstring constraint alge-
bras, we conclude that they can be regarded as possible tensionless limit of the super p-brane
case. However, this supersymmetric model will be considered in detail in a separate paper.
Here we only note, that Poisson brackets in (12) give the naive version of the constraint
algebra. Actually, there is a set of generators with which (12) must be enlarged.

5 Comments and Conclusions

In this paper we present the results on the quantization of the restricted p-brane [5] reported
in [13]. On the other hand, we investigate the connection between the appearance of critical
dimensions and different operator orderings for p = 1,2,... •

The quantization of the restricted p-brane in [13] is alternative to the one given in [10].
The latter is based on a previous work [9] on the quantization of the restricted string and treat
asymmetrically the constraints p"daxu = 0 for o = 1 and a — 2,3, ...,p. In [13] and here, we
consider all these constraints on equal footing.



The observation, that there is an operator ordering which is valid Vp € 2 + and another
one, which is admissable only for p = 1 [13], leads to the problem of finding those orderings
which are possible for every positive integer value of p. We applied here four types of operator
orderings and we establish that two of them (normal ordering and particle — like ordering)
are admissable Vp g Z+, but the other two (string — like and Weyl ordering) are admissable
only for p = 1. The fact, that the latter two orderings lead to appearance of critical dimension,
and the former two do not, is a consequence of the constraint algebra property to have non-
trivial central extension only for p = 1. On the other hand, the obtained nontrivial centra]
extensions of the Virasoro type for some of it subalgebras, provide an explanation why the
critical dimensions D = 25 + p,p =1,2, . . . [17],[16], re-derived also here, can emerge. However,
our claim is, that the critical dimensions appearing in the subalgebras, must not be considered
as such for the given model as a whole. The model is represented by the full constraint algebra,
which does not possess non-trivial central extension for p > 2.

Since after BFV-BRST quantization our constraint algebra coincides with the null tension
limit of the usual p-brane algebra [11], we deduce that the upper conclusions are valid for
the tensionless p-branes also. This lead us to the proposition of the rule: the right operator
orderings in the case of null string (p = 1) arc those, which are admissable in the p > 1 case
too.
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Appendix

Here we briefly comment on the possible central extensions of the algebra, given by the
commutators:

[A^AJ = 0,

= (6c
anb - Sc

kma)Bc^^ , ( a , A = 1 , 2 ,>).

To begin with, we modify the right hand sides of the upper equalities in the following way:

[A^A^ = d(n,m)

[A*, J9a,mJ = (no - ma)/l»+J!, + da(n, m),
[#„,„, #4,;;,] = (Sc

ank - 6r
bma)Bc^+!n +<U(» ,TH) .

Checking the Jacobi identities, involving the triplets (A,A,B),(A,I).B) and (II. H. li),onc
shows that there are only trivial solutions for d(n,m), da(n,m) and dat(n.rn). Namely.

d(n,m) = 0 , dafam) = (nn - ma)f(!± +W.)-
dab{n, m) = (&lnh - 6^mo)gc(n + m),



where f,ga are arbitrary functions of their arguments. In particular, there exist the solutions

da(n,m) — 2ana6!1+!!!.ig , a = consi,

dab(n,m) = (/3*nb + Phna )£„+„,, o , 0« = const,

which might appear because of the operator ordering in A^ and £?„,„. However, there are p
subalgebras with non-trivial central extensions (no summation over a):

[4n,/lm] = 0,

[>ln, Sa,m] = ("a ~ ma)An+m + (flaTlJ + ra)n,A+m,0,
[Ba,n, Ba,jJ = (na -ma)Ba_!i+;!i + (sllnl + t<1)na6;l+m,o, qa,ra,sa,ta - const.

When p = 1, there is one such subalgebra and it coincides with the full algebra.
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BRST quantization is carried out for a model of p-branes with second class
constraints. After extension of the phase space the constraint algebra coincides
with the one of null string when p = 1. It is shown that in this case one can or cannot
obtain critical dimension for the null string, depending on the choice of the operator
ordering and corresponding vacuum states. When p > 1, operator orderings leading
to critical dimension in the p = 1 case are not allowed. Admissible orderings give
no restrictions on the dimension of the embedding space-time. Finally,
a generalization to supersymmetric null branes is proposed.
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/>-браны без натяжения
и критическая размерность нулевой струны

Проведено БРСТ-квантование модели р-бран со связями второго рода.
После расширения фазового пространства, при р=1, алгебра связей совпадает
с соответствующей алгеброй нулевой 'струны. Показано, что в этом случае
возникновение критической размерности зависит от выбора операторного
упорядочения и соответствующего вакуумного состояния. Когда р > 1, оказыва-
ется, что операторные упорядочения, приводящие к наличию критической
размерности при р = 1, противоречивы. Допустимые упорядочения операторов
не дают никаких ограничений на размерность пространства-времени. Предло-
жено обобщение для суперсимметричных нулевых /7-бран.

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики им. Н.Н.Боголю-
бова ОИЯИ.
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